A. Set-Up with gravel
Set-up tank 10 days before eggs arrive to condition the water
and ensure all equipment is working.
1

Gravel

Dust-free epoxy-coated gravel is recommended
For 20 gallon tanks use 5kg
For 33 gallon tanks use 10kg
Spread evenly over the bottom of the tank.

Demonstration of
eyed eggs deposited
in front of the
redd.
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Redd

Collect 10-15 round rocks of 2 inch diameter.
Avoid sharp edges and rust, iron, or metal in the rocks.
Boil for 10 minutes, cool, and pile loosely in the center of
the aquarium. Leave 4 inches of space between redd and
front of the tank so the eggs can be observed.
When the eggs hatch, alevins will hide by wedging
between the rocks.

3

Thermometer
Place thermometer in gravel or
on the inside of glass. Place
near small opening in front
cover to monitor daily. Optimal
temperatures are 5C to 9C.

4

Insulation

Styrofoam or insulation is wrapped tightly
to all sides of the dry tank, then taped to
sides of glass. Use one piece for under
the tank. Sides, back and lid remain on
the tank throughout the program. The
front is removed at fry stage.

Limit the light at egg and
alevin stages. A small door
can be cut for individual
peeking.

Hinge the front cover for class viewing of
eggs and alevins. Suggested daily limit
is three 10 minute sessions. The front is
removed at the fry stage.

Custom cut the lid with openings for
electric cords etc for a tight fit. This
will prevent fry from jumping through
cracks between lid and sides.

5

Background

Add a laminated background on the outside of tank
between insulation and glass to minimize the shine
of the insulation. Tanks will often have water on the
outside of the glass from condensation. This is not an
indication of leaking.

6

Water
Run cold tap
30 minutes prior
to filling tank to
clear pipes of
harmful metals such
as copper and lead.

7

Aquaplus
Add to remove chlorine
and prepare water. Follow
directions on bottle for
20 or 33 gallon tank.

B. Alternative Minimal Gravel Set-Up
Set-up tank 10 days before eggs arrive to condition the water
and ensure all equipment is working.
1

Backdrop
Tape a backdrop of river rock (or other
similar image) to underside of tank.
Dust-free epoxy-coated
aquarium gravel is recommended.

2

Gravel

Spread 1 kg (approx.
1cup) in an 8” circle to
cover glass in middle
of tank. When fry are
swimming remove all
gravel and redd rocks.

3

Thermometer
Place suction-cup
thermometer on the inside
glass near opening in
insulation. Monitor daily.
Optimal temperatures are
5C to 9C.

Redd

Collect 10-15 round rocks of 2 inch diameter.
Avoid sharp edges and rust, iron, or metal
in the rocks. Boil for 10 minutes, cool, and
pile loosely on the gravel. Leave 2-3 inches
of gravel in front for placing the eggs. When
the eggs hatch, alevins will hide by wedging
between the redd rocks.

Follow previous instructions
to add insulation and fill tank.

1

Assemble powerhead

motor

clamp

impellor

air/water outflow

flow control volume
strainer
stem adaptor

The powerhead pumps water and air through the
tank. It sits tightly on the riser stem.

If not using undergravel plates and riser stems;
• cut a 1” slit in foam filter block and insert
over end of intake. This prevents fry from being
sucked into the power head. Clean foam block as
necessary.

Add stem adaptor to powerhead if using riser tubes
and undergravel filter plates.

2

Make adjustments

Adjust the flow control volume to maximum.
Cut the riser stem so that powerhead sits below water line.
Place clamp on side of tank and tighten the knob to secure.
Slide powerhead down into the clamp (it will sound like a zipper).
Adjust height until sitting snuggly on the riser stem.
Do not plug in until water is covering the motor.
Tape the plug and outlet to prevent accidental loss of power.

Maintenance
Always keep the powerhead
immersed in water.

Once a year use a q-tip to
clean the impellor and the shaft
it sits in.
add airline
Check the strainer for debris if
add diverter to
direct air flow

place on
riser stem

the air outflow decreases.

3

Assemble power filter

The power filter will help keep the tank water clean, but does not replace water
changes. You will need two foam blocks and two mesh charcoal bags.

Rinse the foam block insert. Rinse the mesh
bag of charcoal (remove plastic dust cover).
Place the foam bock in the bottom of the basket
- avoid spaces on the sides of the basket. Lay
mesh bag of charcoal on top.
Insert basket into power filter casing.

basket
containing
charcoal
and
impellor

motor

foam
block

Assemble the intake stem.

Cut 1” slit in second foam block and insert over end of
intake. This prevents fry from being sucked into filter.
Clean foam block as necessary.

Hang the filter
over the side of
tank with intake
stem on inside.
The intake stem
must be below
water level.

Maintenance
Always keep the powerfilter
case full of water.
Rinse the foam blocks in
dechlorinated water when
dirty.
Remove the foam block
from the intake stem when
the fry are larger.
Change the carbon insert
when the fry begin feeding.
Once a year use a q-tip to
clean the impellor and the
shaft it sits in.
TO AVOID ELECTRIC
SHOCK do not reach for
the unit if it falls into the
water. Unplug all outlets
first.

Powerhead and powerfilter in place.

